Balance-Recovery-Moment
Prague September 2014 Wilri
Last weekend we had again a great happening in Prague. It is
always special for me. But this time it got over the top.
Because the best friend from Jakub was there and we had a lot
of new people and the theme was about fulfilling
relationships. And when I am talking about fulfilling
relationships then it is not only about men and women and
women and men but about everything. It means that you have
relationship with yourself and then you experience that there
are no strangers and everybody is you. And there is an oneness
in relationships with all the beings. I was really touched.
Really blown away from the courage from the people to
experience their truth and how difficult traumas could
transformate with such easiness and simplicity in one weekend.
And everybody got it what it means to have a truly
relationship and that when you really are in your truth then
everything is coming your way. Then god is working through you
and with you.
For example we were walking with my team in a city and I heard
music. I told Jakub hey that is important for you and me. Then
we looked and Jakub was really touched and I immediately felt
that it is music for seminar. We bought a two CDs and this
great music brought again something new and beautiful to all
people in Balance-Recovery-Moment. And life is in that way.
You have to be open. It is about to be open. And then you can
be every moment wondering about what is happening.
The feedback from several people was that it was complete
transformation with such easiness and they could simple put it
in their lives. It is not about going to a seminar and feeling
good. It is about bringing it in your life. It is about living
it.

To make everything even stronger we got on Monday a new event.
That was sauna and swimming pool and to get in touch with the
energy of the kids in our relationships with kids. There was
so much … I have no words for that, but to describe it a bit …
vulnerability, innocence and so fragile that you are almost
too scared to move, because you break that kind of love and
silence. It was amazing. Out of those experiences and out the
experiences with baby whose parents were in seminar and with
other babies we met before in swimming pool is Jakub now
creating a new cooperation with organization which let the
parents swim with small babies. We were allowed to experience
how 11 month baby is swimming in a circle of people, kissing
everybody because everything was one. No words. Just the
picture.

There was no separation. Everything is one. In a moment we are
working out what we do next time because maybe we can prepare
for you a new special setting. Follow us. When we know more
you can read about it here. And we will also let you know by
email.
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The theme of our weekend in
Prague
was
Fulfilling
relationships. And for me it was
discovering this relationship in
my life. I met there my friend
whom I didn´t see for a long
time. And something beautiful
happened – I tasted this sense
of really true friendship which is so intimate, so fragile and
open. So much love, so much unity… Like a new dimension and at
the same time so normal.
And then in the sauna. First a lot of fear but then such
unity.
We were all one. Like a happening of open people. It was not a
seminar but it was like the life itself. Just being and
experiencing. Being fragile and being in relation.
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Folter mit Elektroschocks als
Erziehungsmaßnahme
für
Problemjugendliche in den USA
Manchmal stolpert man im Netz über Dinge, die man zuerst gar
nicht glauben kann: Im US-Bundesstaat Massachusetts gibt es
ein Erziehungsheim mit angegliederter Schule, das Judge
Rotenberg Educational Center, welches das Verhalten von
Problemjugendlichen “korrigiert” – mit besonderen Mitteln. Zu
den Eingewiesenen zählen u. a. autistische, extrem aggressive
oder autoaggressiven
Kindern und Jugendlichen oder auch
solche mit ADHS-Problemen.
Lesen

Sie

mehr: http://becklog.zeitgeist-online.de/2012/05/16/folter-mit
-elektroschocks-als-erziehungsmasnahme-fur-problemjugendlichein-den-usa/
(Warnhinweis – verstörende Sequenzen!)

